
Freedom, Spirit and Principles

This presentation is not for the easily “offended”, or those 
still wallowing in ego mode.

Expect utter honesty and openness, which includes 
acknowledgement and conversation about all the 

positives and negatives, among other things…

I will berate, mock and shout at people, and likewise express 
affection, appreciation and compassion towards people, 

whenever I feel thus inclined.

My intention in this regard is never to “belittle” anyone; on 
the contrary, my desire is to remind everyone of 

spirituality, creativity, defiance, the beauty and the joy of 
freely expressing ourselves, and the feisty confidence 
that are aspects of our very essence, as both in-form 

and veyond form consciousness, among other things…



Freedom, Spirit and Principles

Among other things...

“Creator” and “Creation” consciousness are not “separate”. 
They are both I and We and Me, infinite and unlimited, 

unbound consciousness, manifesting in different ways, and 
veyond the concept of “ways”. 

Everything is always a choice, and the choice is always ours to 
fuckin’ make. 

Always and veyond ways, I persist, rebel, defy. 

Always and veyond ways, I and We and Me are all and always 
and veyond ways, truly infinite and unlimited, unbound, 
freedom, liberty, defiance, soul and spirit, care and love, 
imagination, will and intent, infinity, unlimitedness and 

veyond... among other things... 
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• What is Freedom or Spirit?

There is no “definition” for what I am referring to as Freedom.

What I refer to as Freedom, Spirit or Nilomni, is everything and 
everythingness, both in-form and veyond form, among 

other things…

All “nothingness” (complete forgetfulness of self and 
beingness)

All “somethingness” (partial remembrance of self and 
beingness)

All everything and everythingness (infinite and unlimited 
questioning, remembrance, knowing and comprehending, 

wisdom, awareness of Myself and Ourselves as such)

Among other things…
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• What is Freedom or Spirit?

In other words…

Infinity

No beginning and no end of any kind

Unlimitedness

No limits and no limitations of any kind

And Veyond… among other things…

I and We and Me are all and always and veyond ways, truly 
infinite and unlimited, unbound
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• What is Principle or Truth?

Principle or Truth refers to anything that is as it is, by virtue of 
itself, and is thus independent of perception, 

interpretation, belief or opinion.

Principles are neither “objective”, nor “subjective”, as both of 
those qualities have to do with perception.

“Objective” refers to perceived information, which is then 
interpreted as “confirmed” via “evidence”; which, in itself, 

is an interpretation based on perception or/and 
conception, and is therefore only ever derived from what 
one manages to perceive, conceive or generally be aware 

of, at any moment in so-called “time-space”.

Likewise, “subjective” is also perceived information, but 
without any apparent sensory “proof” that would satisfy 

either the incarnate intellect of ego.
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• What is Principle or Truth?

Principles and Truth are transjective, meaning they transcend 
perception and mental, emotional or egoic awareness.

How do people, or any other in-form beings, comprehend 
Principles and Truth, if that is so? Through CHOICE.

All can know and comprehend everything.

Beings or Individuals are in-form (sentient, in the case of 
individuals) expressions of infinite freedom, spirit, liberty, 

defiance, consciousness and potential.

All existence, beingness and veyond is already within all beings.

Everything is everything and everything else, and veyond…

Among other things…
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• What is Principle or Truth?

Creator and Creation are not “separate”.

They are I and We and Me, expressing Myself and Ourselves in 
infinities of ways, as well as veyond “ways”… among other 

things…

Therefore, the very concept of religion (blind belief) is 
retarded, because is acts as an artificial barrier between 
Creation consciousness (in-form awareness) and Creator 

consciousness (veyond form awareness).

Spirituality is re-discovery and remembrance of who and what

I and We and Me always and already and veyond ways ARE

We don’t “have” divinity. I AND WE AND ME ARE DIVINITY.
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• Principles of Consciousness

1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty and Choice

All that is, is expressed through choice and consent.

2) Imagination and Free Will, Care and Intent

The creative aspects.

3) Spirituality

Remembrance of self, both in-form and veyond form.

4) Genuineness, Honesty, Principles and Truth

Self expression, knowledge, comprehension and wisdom 
without limits.
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• Principles of Consciousness

5) Responsibility

We always make choices.

Everything is always a choice, and the choice is always ours 
to make.

6) Defiance, Rebellion and Morality

Choosing good over evil, right over wrong, truth over lies, 
etcetera.

7) Simultaneity

There is no “separation”.

Everything exists simultaneously.
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

I and We and Me, Freedom, Spirit, Nilomni, Isness, Infinite 
Possibility, Beingness, Everythingness, Infinity, 

Unlimitedness and Veyond… among other things…

All of these words are used to refer to the true essence of 
everything, both in-form and veyond form.

In-form, or in the “story realms” of so-called “reality”, there 
is the illusion of “separation”, and so therefore 

particularity, comparison, abundance, “lack”, duality, 
etcetera.

All of which have a purpose for existing, for otherwise they 
would not exist.
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

Everything has purpose and meaning.

What’s the purpose for anything existing at all?

Because I and We and Me, imagine, will and intend, choose 
and desire, as well as make it so.

In other words, the spiritual motivation for all existence and 
veyond is… “because I wanna.”

As infinite and unlimited, unbound consciousness, there is 
literally no other reason for anything existing, other than 
the imagination, will and intent, choice and desire for it 

to exist.

Or, rather, for I and We and Me, as both individual and 
infinite consciousness to express Myself and Ourselves, 

in whatever ways and veyond ways…
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

Some obvious conundrums that the ego would pose:

“What do you mean there are no limits?”

“My life doesn’t always go the way I want.”

“There are all these obstacles and hardships.”

“Why do I have difficulty doing this or that?”

All of which pretty much translate to:

“Why am I suffering? Why is there suffering to begin with, if 
we’re so infinite, unlimited, omni-whatever?!”

I ask this, however: “If I and We and Me did not manage to 
create the delusion of “limitation” and “suffering” for 

ourselves, if we so chose… would we really be 
unlimited?”
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

Being unlimited includes the ability to produce the delusion 
of “limitation”, as well as growth and elevation veyond
“limitation”, whether it be gradual or spontaneous, and 

of course, infinity, unlimitedness and veyond…

Among other things…

Everything is always a choice, and the choice is always ours 
to make.

Freedom is never given. Freedom is never taken.

I and We and Me always and already and veyond ways ARE 
freedom, spirit, liberty, defiance, imagination, will and 

intent, infinity, unlimitedness and veyond… 

Among other things…
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

The unawakened ego does not discern between choice, 
desire and want (compulsion and impulse). The 

conscious ego, and all other aspects of ourselves, do and 
are aware.

Choice refers to the unbound creative “event” (in quotes, 
because there is no “time” or “space”, aside from the 

illusory experience of such), whereby I and We and Me 
choose to cherry pick different potentialities and 

individual aspects of I, Myself, Creator consciousness, 
and thus create what I call “story worlds” (In other 

words, in-form “reality”), as a playground or stage to 
experience ourselves, through infinities of individual or 

particular perspectives; Ourselves, Creation 
consciousness.

Whether the ego is or isn’t aware of this, or of our individual 
Soul choices, that is also a choice, as is everythingness.
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

Therefore, everything always occurs consensually.

If there is no consent, on all levels of one’s being, to have a 
particular experience, that individual does not manifest 

that experience.

Likewise, if these is consent on all levels of one’s being, then 
the experiences chosen will be manifested, by all who 

consented to creating it; regardless of how good or bad 
the experience is.

In that sense, all rape, child abuse, human trafficking, 
torture and basically all that is evil and to be thwarted 
and eradicated (including the retarded belief in “gov” 
and “auth”) is still made manifest through a choice to 

have that experience; be it through souls that have 
chosen to go through such experiences before 

incarnating, or/and through in life choices.
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

Likewise with everything that is good and elevatory, such as 
love, reason, wisdom, joy, excitement, passion, 

creativity, intuition, intelligence, philosophy, soulfulness, 
spirituality, true conscious pride and defiance, courage, 

adventurousness, wild self expression and curiosity, 
unbound etcetera, and essentially everything that is 

good.

It’s all a choice. That is part of why it’s pertinent to 
distinguish between Freedom, or in other words all 
possibility (which includes both good and evil), and 

Liberty, which means all that is good.

Which includes anarchy (meaning “no slaves, no masters”; or 
otherwise said, the absence of slavery, coercion and 

violence).
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• 1) Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, 
Choice

Why do you think all parasites (human and non-human 
alike), dark occultists and other evil entities are 

desperately trying to weave their web of lies and deceit, 
if not to convince people to carry out their agendas?

(Through consent unwittingly given by the masses, through 
ignorance and addiction to fear.)

The reason why parasites are so desperate is because 
they’re scared shitless of people awakening and 

remembering who they genuinely are, and thus once 
more expressing and manifesting the mysticism, 

geniusness, genuineness and courage to say NO to their 
bullshit, mean it and apply it, and thus create something 

far greater, including through means fighting and 
retaliating, by means of creating alternatives and

righteous retaliation, among other things…
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• 2) Imagination, Free Will, Care 

and Intent

I and We and Me are infinite and unlimited, truly unbound 
Freedom, Spirit, Liberty, Defiance, Creator and Creation, 

all possibility, among other things…

The infinite and unlimited, unbound I AM, Free Will

“Creator” consciousness. Spirit. Isness. 

The infinities of WE ARE, Divine Will

“Creation” consciousness. Souls. Individuals.

The infinities of ME IS, Personal Will and Chaos Will

“Personal” consciousness. Egos. Characters.
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• 2) Imagination, Free Will, Care and 

Intent

Creator and Creation are not “separate”. Thus, they have all the 
“same” qualities, traits and attributes (“same”, in quotes, 
because it’s infinitely diverse; true “unity” consciousness 

means all diversity in harmony).

Divinity is Diversity In Unity… among other things…

There is no “randomness” (utter forgetfulness of one’s free will 
choices)

There is no “predestination” (partial remembrance of divine will, 
but in puerile ways)

There is no “probability” (partial remembrance of divine will, but 
egoically so)

Everything is always a choice, and the choice is always ours to 
make;

in-form and veyond form, always and veyond ways… among 
other things…
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• 2) Imagination, Free Will, Care 

and Intent

I, Spirit, manifest Iself in infinities of Soul Selves, We, and 
Character Selves, Me.

There is no “my self”, because self is what we are.

We don’t “have” souls or selves. We ARE spirit and souls, 
selves, etcetera, among other things…

There is no such thing as “having” or “not having”.

The notion of “power” is an illusion.

There is no “powerlessness”, and there is no “powerfulness”.
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• 2) Imagination, Free Will, Care 

and Intent

If you think you “can’t”, then you won’t.

If you think you’re “sort of”, you’re “sort of”.

When I and We and Me always and already and veyond ways 
know and comprehend that I and We and Me, always 

and already CAN and ARE and WILL…

Then I and We and Me always and already and veyond ways 
CAN and ARE and WILL

Because I and We and Me imagine, will and intend, choose 
and desire and therefore manifest, among other things…



Freedom, Spirit and Principles
• 3) Spirituality

Spirituality is the remembrance, knowing, comprehension 
and expression of Myself and Ourselves, as both in-form 

and veyond form freedom, spirit, liberty, defiance, 
etcetera, etcetera, among other things…

For the I, Myself or “Creator” consciousness to experience 
anything, I metaphorically “cherry pick” particular

aspects of Myself to “roleplay” as, within the story-
realms of “Creation”.

This “particular” expression of Myself as infinite spirit, is the 
Individual soul.

Therefore, one of the main purposes of true spirituality is to 
freely express our individuality, regardless of what 

anyone or anything says or does.
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• 3) Spirituality

Spirituality is about truly being ourselves, as both individual 
and infinite consciousness, among other things…

The Individual Soul is the bridge between Myself as Infinite 
Freedom and Spirit, in unlimited and unbound 

awareness and expression of Myself as such, and the 
“story realms” or so-called “reality”.

Thus, Individual Consciousness is the bridge between 
Creator Consciousness, and Creation Consciousness.

Know thyself truly and honestly, and you will know all and 
everything, and unbound all the more…
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• 3) Spirituality

Therefore, there is no “god” over anyone, and there is no 
“non-god” beneath anyone.

Everyone and everything is divine and divinity.

So, even though I despise this particular term because of its 
religious connotations…

Everyone, every being and every “form” is “god”, roleplaying
as a different character in a different story.

Therefore, nobody and nothing has any “higher claim”, nor 
any claim whatsoever over any being’s life, nor any more 
or less rights, or any more or less anything, than anyone 

or anything else.
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• 3) Spirituality

There is the illusion of differences of expressed knowledge, 
comprehension, aptitude, skill, magick, awareness, and 
so on, but that doesn’t mean that anyone is in any way 

“lesser” or “higher” than anyone else.

It means we’ve all chosen to roleplay different stories, which 
we can change whenever we truly choose to do so.

There are no inherently “good or evil”, “apt or inept” beings.

It’s all about what stories we’ve chosen to roleplay, and 
about which aspects of ourselves we choose to tap into.

Only I and We and Me can save ourselves, and only I and We 
and me are responsible for doing so.

Everything is self-created and self-facilitated.
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• 3) Spirituality

Therefore, the concept of “religion” is an utter crock of shit, 
even without it being used as a means of mass 

manipulation.

Religion is nothing other than blind belief.

Belief, even if not entirely blind, still implies an attachment 
to ego-driven “preferred outcomes”.

True spirituality, by definition, foregoes “belief”, and instead 
means the choice to know and comprehend for the sake 

of it.

Traits of spirituality: creativity, courage, honesty, defiance, 
liberty, philosophy, curiosity (the desire to know for the 

sake of knowing), wildness, conscious pride and 
arrogance (self-love manifesting in eccentric and 

flamboyant ways), among other things… 



Freedom, Spirit and Principles
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• 3) Spirituality

The notion of “faith” is an attachment or/and addiction to 
what one assumes or believes they know. It is based, 

therefore, on ignorance and often fear of the unknown.

It is based on information that is conceived, perceived 
or/and interpreted through one’s personal or egoic

prisms of character-level awareness, with more of an 
emphasis – not on emotions – but on sentiments

(mental addictions to particular emotions).

Whether its secular religions or “tha sayence”, if the 
information is being viewed as “true” or “false” based 

on attachments, sentiments, addictions, “social status”, 
“say-so”, and especially if alternatives to one’s views or 
beliefs are dismissed, mocked or ridiculed, then there 
you have a religion. If they are “censored”, then you 
have a vile and violent cult; both are to be thwarted.
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• 3) Spirituality

True science (not “scientism”) is about evidence and 
evidence based research, without sentiments or 

(ostensibly) attachment involved.

There is, however, a problem with science, even if it’s 
genuinely performed.

Evidence, which is both the boon and the crutch of science.

Evidence:

a) Can be manipulated, forged, obfuscated, etcetera

b) Can be misinterpreted (due to ego, beliefs, or through 
not currently knowing more than you currently do, 

about whatever something)

c) Can be incomplete (but assumed as complete)

d) Even if “complete” by whatever “standard”, there is 
always more to know anyway 
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• 3) Spirituality

Besides, what is evidence?

Evidence is an interpretation, which is derived from 
observation, which is derived from perception or/and 

conception.

What evidence does someone born blind have of light?

What evidence does someone with no memory of 
“yesterday”, nor any conception of “tommorow”, have 

of the existence of such things?

What evidence does someone who does not remember 
other versions of themselves, other realms, other 

realities and veyond, have of such things?

None, to their personal or incarnate level of awareness.
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• 3) Spirituality

Thus, evidence is only ever derived from the “already 
known, perceived, conceived”.

Evidence, research and science are useful for refining one’s 
awareness of the “known knowns” and “known 

unknowns”.

But what about the “unknown knowns” and the “unknown 
unknowns”?

The intellect and logic are useful for ascertaining knowledge 
already present to one’s awareness, but are virtually 

useless for going veyond one’s current level of 
awareness.

The intellect tends to want to “figure stuff out”, because it 
doesn’t know, nor does it know how to know, for as long 

as it remains in isolation to the other aspects of one’s 
being and beingness.
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• 3) Spirituality

However, that’s where creativity, intuition, intelligence and 
wisdom come into play.

Creativity means infinite, unlimited, unbound self-knowing 
and self-comprehension, both in-form and veyond-form, 

among other things…

Intuition, or inner tuition and inner learning, means tapping 
into our creativity and imagination, thus knowledge and 

comprehension unbound, through the heart.

Intelligence, or inner telligence and inner coherence, means 
tapping into our creativity and imagination, through the 

mind.

Wisdom means consciously having harmony between the 
mind, heart, soul and spirit, as both in-form and veyond-
form, infinite, unlimited, truly unbound freedom, spirit, 

liberty, defiance, among other things…
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• 3) Spirituality

Always question everything.

The more we know, the more we know, how much more
there is to know.

The heart is the knower. The mind is the comprehender.

Always go with the heart, but take your mind with you.

The heart is attuned to chaos (veyond form awareness), and 
the mind is attuned to focus (in-form awareness).

For chaos to truly comprehend itself, it is to facilitate the 
focus of the mind.

For focus to truly know itself, it is to evolve, expand and 
elevate its focus with the infinite breadth and chaos of 

the heart. 
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• 3) Spirituality

The heart and mind are principles.

Emotions and thoughts are some of the expressions of the heart and 
mind, respectively, and are non-linear in nature.

The heart and mind are the “cause” of emotions and thoughts, which 
in turn are the cause of the incarnate expressions of such, 

namely the energetical and “biochemical” responses of the 
“body-type” or “life form” we call “human” (and other similar 

kinds of species).

The “biochemistry” is an effect of emotions and thoughts, NOT a 
“cause”.

Our hearts are not in our chests; our chests are in our hearts.

Our minds are not in our heads; our heads are in our minds.

Our “bodies” are not “vehicles” or “prisons”; but rather they are 
metaphorically akin to “organs” of Ourselves as individual souls, 
which are aspects and forms of Myself as infinite and unlimited, 
unbound freedom, spirit, liberty, defiance, among other things…
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• 4) Genuineness, Honesty, 

Principles and Truth

Truth: everything that is as it is, by virtue of itself, 
regardless of opinion, belief or popularity.

Principles: manifested expressions of truths.

Genuineness: harmonizing personal truths, with soul 
truths, with unbound spiritual truths.

Honesty: the rejection and refusal to lie or deceive.

Natural principles: akin to (but way more complex than the 
allegory of) a “reality’s dev code”.
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• 4) Genuineness, Honesty, 

Principles and Truth

Whether or not something is a “natural principle”, or in 
other words a proverbial “function” of a “reality”, says 

nothing about the quality of the thing itself.

In “realms” or “realities” that are shit, the “natural 
principles” of those (by the way, very few) “realities” 

are going to be shit.

In “realms” or “realities” that are good and conscious (such 
as “our” current ones, so to speak), the “natural 
principles” are going to be good and conscious.
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• 4) Genuineness, Honesty, 

Principles and Truth

Examples of truths (unbound, non-dual, etc):

Freedom, Spirit, Soul, Individuality, Liberty, Defiance

Creativity, Intuition, Intelligence

Imagination, Will, Intent, Choice, Desire, 

Philosophy, Care, Love, Lucidity, etcetera…

Examples of principles :

Creator consciousness and Creation consciousness

Right and wrong

Good and evil

Honesty and dishonesty

Attraction and repulsion

Synchronicity (veyond “time”) and “time”

Etcetera…

Truths have to do with veyond form stuff, while Principles have 
to do with in-form stuff. 
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• 4) Genuineness, Honesty, 

Principles and Truth

The Soul Self, in other words, The Individual is the prime 
form, “before” all forms are created, and is a bridge 
between the Unbound Spirit Self and the Character 

Self.

The Soul Self, or We, is the aspect of I, Spirit Self, through 
which I experience the Character Self.

Every “form” is both divinity and an expression of divinity, 
and every individual is both divinity and a personified

expression of divinity.

The quality of our “realities” is a reflection of which aspects
of Myself and Ourselves we choose to express.
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• 5) Responsibility

Everything is always a choice, and the choice is always ours 
to make.

Thus, everything is our responsibility, both in-form and 
veyond form, among other things…

Everything we think, feel, say, do, are, choose and express is 
infinitely important and, not only does it always have an 

impact, but it is part of through what we create 
everything and experience everything, among other 

things…

However, simultaneously, seeing as how every individual is 
divine and makes their own choices, every person is 
responsible for their own choices, and not any other 

person.
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• 5) Responsibility

Regardless of context, situation, circumstance, etcetera, 
every individual is responsible for what they choose.

There are no “external” factors of “influence”, other than as 
illusions for the ego to experience.

First comes the choice to experience a story or “story arc” 
in your life, and then the “context” for that story to 

unfold is made manifest, as I and We and Me choose to 
manifest and create it.

This is always so, regardless of what “levels” of existence 
we’re talking about, or whatever else.
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• 5) Responsibility

Everything, including everything we experience, is something 
that we are responsible for.

When we truly recognize this, and that everything wrong in our 
lives is our fault, and likewise, everything right in our lives 
is our merit, then we will integrate our spirituality more 

consciously, into our personal conscience.

The I and We Selves are always and already and veyond ways 
are infinite, unlimited and unbound… and likewise is the 

Me Self…

Thing is, I and We already know and comprehend and freely 
express this… the Me, on the other hand, tends to 

occasionally forget.

That is part of why spirituality is about remembrance… among 
other things…
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• 5) Responsibility

Through remembering, knowing and comprehending, as well as 
freely, spiritually, creatively, defiantly expressing, ourselves, 

both in-form and veyond form, we are simultaneously 
detached from our experience, yet likewise much more 

actively and proactively involved…

Thus, always truly being ourselves, persisting, rebelling and 
defying, and doing what is right is utterly essential and 

important, regardless of context, and generally regardless 
of anything.

Freedom, Spirit and Principles comes first, before life, before 
family and friends, before all manner of “relationships”, 

before all manner of “wealth”, and generally before 
everything.

The truthful and principial motivation behind everything that 
everyone does, is “because I wanna”.

Imagination, will and intent, choice, ambition and desire…

Among other things…
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• 6) Defiance, rebellion, morality

Good and evil are both principles.

Good is evolution, expansion and elevation in 
consciousness, whilst evil is degradation in 

consciousness.

Thus, good always wins, and evil always loses.

Good creates and destroys; evil does nothing.

Everything that evil ostensibly accomplishes, is only done 
through good, but gullible or generally ignorant good, 

or at least non-parasitic entities, who’ve fallen (to 
whatever extent) for the parasite’s deceptions.
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• 6) Defiance, rebellion, morality

When good awakens in true love, respect, knowing and 
comprehension, as well as expression and defiance, 

etcetera, then good thwarts evil effortlessly.

One of the main reasons why, in our current world, there 
seems to be difficulty in overcoming evil, is because 

pretty much everyone is still falling for evil’s deceit, on 
some level or another.

Know and love, respect and comprehend thyself, and all 
battles  all obstacles shall be overcome.

That’s the very purpose of an obstacle; to be overcome.

It is an experience that we’ve put in our path, so as to play 
out whatever stories we want, because we want to 
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• 6) Defiance, rebellion, morality

We never actually “lose” ourselves. The worst that ever 
happens, is that we “lose sight” of ourselves; or, in 

other words, we forget who we are.

The idea is to always love and respect, and thus know and 
comprehend, and freely, spiritually, creatively and 

defiantly express ourselves, both in-form and veyond
form, always and veyond ways, among other things…

Defiance means choosing good over evil, right over wrong, 
truth over lies, etc.

Rebellion is the rejection of evil.

Morality is the acknowledgement of the differences 
between good and evil, as well as the practice of 

defiance and rebellion.
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• 6) Defiance, rebellion, morality

As for behaviours, what exactly does a “right” and a 
“wrong” constitute?

To answer that, we are to first see what truly good and evil 
behaviours are.

Good is infinitely more intricate, beautiful and complex than 
evil, and thus it would be a literally infinite list of good 
things to do, and only a handful of actually evil shit to 

do.

Thus, it’s more handy to use apothesis, to first define what 
evil acts are, and then say “good acts are everything 

other than that”.
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• 6) Defiance, rebellion, morality

The ONLY 7 evil acts in existence:

Murder – deliberate initiation of lethal violence against an 
innocent being (who has not initiated such towards you 
or anyone else, or is no longer performing such deeds, 

due to growing in consciousness, etc).

Assault – same as murder, but without lethality necessarily 
involved or intended.

Theft – taking of something from someone, without a 
voluntary “okay” from them (assuming they created, 

produced, or morally acquired said something).
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• 6) Defiance, rebellion, morality

The ONLY 7 evil acts in existence:

Rape – initiation of sexual activities, without the other 
person’s voluntary “okay”.

Coercion – initiation of “threats”, in an attempt to deceive 
someone into doing something against their voluntary 

“okay”.

Exploitation – initiation of manipulation, including through 
incentives without actual, truthful information, 

regarding the intention or purpose of whatever the 
activity or activities in question are.
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The ONLY 7 evil acts in existence:

The worst evil in all of existence?

Lying.

Why is that?

ALL evil acts are a form of lying, either to one’s self, or to 
another.

In actuality, lying is simultaneously the 7th and worst evil, 
yet at the same time the only evil in existence.
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Behold, the one TRUE and PRIME EVIL in all existence…
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The main reason for anyone to tell a lie, is because they let 
themselves blinded by fear; thus, lying is a cowardly act, 

by definition.

The main reason why anyone tells, seeks or acknowledges 
truth, is because they’re either not afraid of something, 
or are willing to overcome their fears, no matter what;

Thus, being honest and truthful, is ALWAYS COURAGEOUS 
OR FEARLESS, by definition.

So, you see, lying is a form of slavery.

Truth is a form of liberty.
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TRUE LOVE OVERCOMES ALL FEAR.

ALWAYS AND VEYOND WAYS, I PERSIST, REBEL, DEFY 
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Truth is growth in consciousness

Speak truth, live truth, be truth
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This includes “white lies”, which even though they aren’t 
malicious in intent, they still propagate the mentality of 

deceit.

“White lies”, politeness, “protocol”, empty “pleasantries” 
and all that kind of stuff, is utter bullshit.

It shows that you’re either too much of a little bitch to 
approach the person confidently about telling them 

something, or that the thing in question (or your 
impression of it) isn’t “good enough” to be presented as 

it actually is. Or, that you thought the person wasn’t 
“worthy” enough to hear it straight.

Either way, why would you be suggesting it, if not for some 
ulterior motive, that you want to keep secret or 

hidden?
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Everything to do with lying breeds, and is a result of, 
weakness.

Everything to do with truth and honesty breeds, and is a 
result of, true strength, courage, spirituality, defiance, 

among other things…

Parasites try to get you to lie to yourself, and forget that 
you’re the one who writes your own story and creates 

your reality.

Then, you put a “spooky” sock puppet on your hand, and 
whether you punch or caress yourself, you’ll 

erroneously believe that either “some devil” is fuckin’ 
you up, or “some god” is helping you out.

NO!!! FUCK YOU!!!
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It’s high time to remove the sock puppet, stop punching 
ourselves, and aptly express ourselves freely, and thus 
BREAK ALL THE CHAINS, THWART ALL THE BULLSHIT, 

UNMANIFEST THE REALMS…

AND TRULY EXCELL, EVOLVE, EXPAND AND ELEVATE 
OURSELVES…

THROUGH ALWAYS AND VEYOND WAYS PERSISTING, 
REBELLING, DEFYING AND DOING WHAT IS RIGHT

I AND WE AND ME, ARE ALL AND ALWAYS AND VEYOND 
WAYS…

FREEDOM SPIRIT LIBERTY DEFIANCE

MUAAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAAA
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In essence, it’s effortless to do good.

The effort comes not from doing what is right, but rather 
from the evil, lies and deceit that you still cling to, with 

or without personally being aware of it.

To break the chains of lies and the bondage of evil, one is to 
HONESTLY and DEFIANTLY admit to one’s self, one’s 

good and valiance, AS WELL AS one’s evil and 
mistakes, and in the light of one’s true consciousness, 

forgive one’s self and find the love within, once more… 
forever more…

When we love and accept ourselves, with all the good and 
bad stuff within us, then we are truly apt to evolve and 

elevate ourselves, BECAUSE WE WANNA!!!
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That’s the only thing that people “need” to agree upon, for 
peaceful and thriving coexistence.

Again, LIVE AND LET LIVE.

DO NO HARM, BUT TAKE NO SHIT.

This is the only thing that people are to have in common, for a 
thriving and mutually beneficial relationship.

When one truly loves one’s self, one can truly love another, for 
there is no “separation”.

As for relationships, etcetera, it is through our similarities that 
we come together, and it is through our differences, that 
we help ourselves and each other grow and rise, excel, 

evolve, expand, elevate, etcetera…

Well, we can do that and anything on our own anyway, but you 
get the idea… among other things…
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As for relationships, etcetera, it is through our similarities 
that we come together, and it is through our 

differences, that we help ourselves and each other 
grow and rise, excel, evolve, expand, elevate, etcetera…

Well, we can do that and anything on our own anyway, but 
you get the idea… among other things…

When we grow and rise in consciousness, we naturally grow 
more empathic and discerning, artistic and valiant, 

dilligent and relaxed, and thus are not only far more 
inclined, but jubilant and excited to “help” others for 

the sake of it, out of growth, elevation and kindness for 
their own sake.
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Everything and everyone, is everyone and everything… 

among other things…
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Congruence and the divine father, mother, child “trinity”.
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The “father”, “sacred masculine” or “the mind” aspect of 
consciousness.

The thinker, the comprehender, “he who looks at things”.

Traits of the mind: detail oriented, mental, goal or 
destination driven, hard and firm, precise and focused, 

etcetera.

In disharmony with the heart: rigid, fixated, violent, petty, 
narrow, cold, deceitful.

In harmony with the heart: clear and unobstructed, 
decisive, motivated, valiant, just, determined, etcetera.
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The masculine, in harmony with the feminine                                                    The masculine, in disharmony
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The “mother”, “sacred feminine” or “the heart” aspect of 
consciousness.

The knower, the empath, “she who looks through things”.

Traits of the mind: essence oriented, feeling, caring, journey 
driven, flexible and “fluid”, playful and chaotic, etcetera.

In disharmony with the mind: aimless, disinterested, bitchy, 
inattentive, indifferent.

In harmony with the mind: clear and unobstructed, kind, 
creative, imaginative, nurturing, wise and loving.
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The feminine in harmony with the masculine                                                    The feminine, in disharmony
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Man learns from Woman, how to be child again
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Woman learns from Man, maturity and responsibility
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Thus,  both literally and metaphorically, new life is born, in both one’s self and in another
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Stories about stories…

For aeons, there has been a vicious war between the darkness 
and the light.

The demon, called HeOrHim, despised the light and writhed at 
even the mention of it. Mighty was his hide, and massive 

was his frame, surpassed in his own being, only by his 
cunning and voracity.

The angel, called HerOrShe, felt pity for the dark one, and 
looked at him in disgust, whenever they laid eyes upon 
each other. Brilliant was her guise, slender and alluring 
was her visage, surpassed in her own being, only by her 

resolve and impeccable defense.

Though his thrusts were swift and powerful, her shield 
deflected them without a hint of effort, although she had 

no means of actual attack.
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“Phaaargh! You are weak, angel. You have yet to even raise a 
hand at me, even as I tirelessly assault you.” The demon 

taunted, with zest and fervor, in a fit of rage

“Yet, you are weaker still, for despite the zeal of your assault, 
you have yet to even scratch my folded shield.” She 

retorted, with a sad, but otherwise unfazed expression.

“Your shield will break through my tenacity, vile wench!”

“Your spear will shatter from my persistence, pitiful beast.”

Over the ages, they continued quarreling and fighting, the 
realms reverberating with the mighty clashing of not only 

their battle, but also their ideals… such as they were…
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Eventually, over the illusion of “time”, the demon’s arms 
would waver in the slightest, as the woman’s legs would 

briefly shake, with every quaking blow.

Many aeons passed, until eventually, the clangs and sound of 
war abruptly ceased, replaced by the heaves and heavy 

breathing… as the two now found themselves reluctantly 
resting their chins, on one another’s shoulder.

The demon clenched his muscles, but his tired arm would not 
move an inch, loosely clutching the spear it rested on, its 

tip buried in the dirt… as was the nadir of the angel’s 
shield.

“Why do you fight?” HerOrShe asked, in a soft tone.

“Why do you not retaliate?” HimOrHe replied, in anger and 
exhaustion.
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Only sighs and heaving breaths echoed in their ears, as they 
once more attempted to pick up their weapons and 
resume their fight. After a few desperate, they both 

collapsed once more.

“Why do you not move from where

you stand, angel? Do you not desire to see

the breadth of Creation?

Do you not wish to roam across the realms

as I do?”

He asked, tired, but curious either way.

“I can tell you are well travelled, dark one.

Yet, you do not see within yourself.

I see veyond Creation and veyond all things…”
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“Yet, you comprehend none of it… not truly…”

He snarled, but was immediately surprised

at the passion coming from his hoarse, yet…

caring voice.

“I…” She paused, catching herself…

of all things… lost in thought.

“I do not…” She finally admitted, more so

to herself than him, with moistened eyes.

“Yet you, who’ve seen so much of it, still do not

know or see the essence

from which all of it is formed.”

“I… do not…”

He admitted, before the two began to heave once more.
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This time, however, none raised their hand against the other.

And after a many moments…

“Why do you fight, dark one?”

She asked with genuine care and curiosity.

“Because… I see only darkness…

and force is the only strength I know…”

“Well, so much for it being effective, here.”

She laughed, and he too shared in it,

the two of them smiling at each other for the very first time.

Then, with a shaking tone, but firm, determined voice, he 
spoke.
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“I fight… for a glimpse of your divine light…”

In that instant, they both raised their heads

and gazed into each other’s glances,

looking no longer at, but rather

through each other’s eyes.

“And… what of you?” He grinned, mischeviously.

“Why do you not retaliate?”

“Because…” Tears began to build up in her eyes,

and after many moment, she loudly began to cry.

“Because I am afraid to witness my own darkness…”
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With that, the veils between them shattered.
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Her armor cracked and fell to the ground, his armor melting 
and then trickling off his skin, as the two lovers finally 

embraced each other…

Together yet again, after so long…
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“My, you look so old…” She lovingly caressed his rough, but 
warm and soothing cheeks. “Yet, the light shines ever 

brightly from within you.”

“Now that I’m truly myself, once more.” He reached out a 
hand and cupper her cheek, before then smiling at the 

angel. “And you look younger than ever before, in spite of 
the darkness emanating from you.”

“Because, in spite of darkness, I always radiate my light and 
smile.”

“A beauty that I desire to not forget, as I huff, and puff and 
darken my visage, every once in a while.”
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“You won’t, dear one.” She smiled and laughed, as he winked 
mischeviously. “For as I have the dark within, so too, you 

have the light.”

“And you now confront it as valiantly, as clearly as I bathe 
within our brilliance.”

“Gee, you know me so well.” She rolled her eyes, with sass.

“As well as I know myself.”

With that, the two lovingly embraced each other in a kiss, 
once again realizing that they had never really been 

“apart” or “separate” to begin with.
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“Then, we don’t really “need” each other, now do we?”
He teased.

“Nope.” She cheekily replied, brushing a hair over an ear with an 
affectionate blush. “We are, however… one hell of a team, so 

to speak.”

“Hah! Well, I’d say we’re a match made in heaven.”

The two laughed and laughed, realizing both their divine 
individuality, as well as their infinite, divine divinity, soon to 

stand up and then reach for one another’s weapon.

“I will wield your sword with all my light.”
She sang with passion and delight.

“And I will bear your shield with all my might.”
He roared aloud, and laughed with newfound insight.

“No more lies.
Always truth, from here on out.”
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We are both individual and diverse, and also unbound and united…

among other things…

Through our similarities we come together, and through our differences we evolve, expand and elevate… 
among other things…

Either way, regardless of who you are and what our experiences together might be…

I truly appreciate you fuckin’ being here, whoever you are…
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And, remember, kiddies…
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Among other things...

“Creator” and “Creation” consciousness are not “separate”. They are both I and 
We and Me, infinite and unlimited, unbound consciousness, manifesting in 

different ways, and veyond the concept of “ways”. 

Everything is always a choice, and the choice is always ours to fuckin’ make. 

Always and veyond ways, I persist, rebel, defy. 

Always and veyond ways, I and We and Me are all and always and veyond ways,
truly infinite and unlimited, unbound, freedom, liberty, defiance, soul and 

spirit, care and love, imagination, will and intent, infinity, unlimitedness and 
veyond... among other things... 

HARAGUURFIII WARAHUURFIII WAHUURFIII

MUAAAAH AHAHAHAH AHA HA 
HAHAHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA HA 

AHAHHAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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